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INTRODUCTION 

This book describes the immensely important concept of the “unconscious 
entity,” and its many manifestations, for a better understanding of any 
degree of emotional uncomfortableness. It reveals what is necessary to 
restore a state of being emotionally comfortable. The Reader will see that a 
majority of the different psychogenic diagnoses in psychology, and the 
different personality traits of people, essentially arise from this entity. It 
shows how this entity can create a desire to kill, or a paranoid fear of being 
killed. Wanting to know why people killed, caused J. Edgar Hoover to 
personally correspond with the Author when he discovered the Author was 
making a study of mass killings. His correspondence continued over 
several months. This book gives understanding of how unconscious entity 
forms, how it manifests itself, and how it can be reduced, or 
removed. With this understanding, one knows what produces transgender 
desires, and importantly, what retains those desires in a person. From 
reading this book, one might rightly conclude that physical exercise is the 
most under-utilized “antidepressant,” and that over-eating is the most over-
utilized “anti-anxiety” self-treatment. This book most convincingly shows, 
for the first time anywhere, that “predicate-equating” is a major, but little 
recognized, cognition of the human mind. In understanding this, the 
Reader will recognize a curative dimension of human communication, 
never revealed by anyone before this author, that is universally present in 
our talking with a perceived interested listener, whether that listener is 
divine, human, or four legged and tail wagging. This book reveals how 
common it is for people to secretively talk at bedtime to a deity, as a 
perceived interested and understanding listener. This secretive talking can 
greatly promote emotionally comfortableness, while beneficially helping 
to resolve emotional problems. This has undoubtedly been nightly done 
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since the very beginning of the human race, just as earlier hominids may 
have also done so, to their emotional advantage. This book reveals the 
underlying psychology of any prolonged talking that can then ameliorate 
emotional uncomfortableness. It can even prevent child abuse, marital 
discord, psychogenic mental illnesses, transgender desires, and pedophilia. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

HOW TOPICS ARISE IN OUR 

SPONTANEOUS TALKING 

Topics arise in our small talk by a little-known brain cognition, termed 
“predicate-equating,” that has been long thought, by both psychologists 
and psychiatrists, as being limited to, and uniquely characteristic of, 
delusional schizophrenic thinking. In 1911, the Swiss psychiatrist Eugen 
Bleuler first coined the name “schizophrenia” from the ancient Greek word 
“schizo,” meaning “split,” and “phrene,” meaning “mind.” According to 
Bleuler, with schizophrenia, one’s mind appears as though it is split into 
pieces, each piece of which has its own feelings, which very noticeably 
can contrast with the associated feelings of the other pieces of the mind. 
This is called “ambivalence” which he felt was a diagnostic sign of, and 
limited to, schizophrenia. Bleuler also described schizophrenic thinking as 
being able to perceive two different objects as identical, when they are 
perceived as sharing a common attribute. He felt this type of thinking was 
also diagnostic of, and limited to, schizophrenia. Later, it was the Dutch 
psychiatrist Eilhard Von Domarus (1964) who described this perception as 
“predicate-equating.” He, too, felt this form of perception was not only 
a diagnostic sign of schizophrenia, but that it was limited to that illness. 

Contrary to what many mental health professionals now believe, we 
shall see that predicate-equating cognition is not limited at all to 
schizophrenia, but is a major, yet little recognized cognition of anyone’s 
mind. With this predicate-equating cognition, two different entities can be 
seen as identical if they share in common a predicate. An “entity” is any 
person, thing, experience, act, endeavor, predicament, thought, or 
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situation. A “predicate” is that part of a sentence that describes what the 
subject of the sentence is doing, or being. As an example of predicate-
equating, a delusional schizophrenic might tell us, “Abraham Lincoln had 
a beard. I have a beard. Therefore, I am Abraham Lincoln, and because I 
am, you should address me as ‘Mr. President.’ ”  The equating predicate, 
that makes this person identical to Lincoln, in this person’s mind, is 
“having a beard.” A person, believing he, or she, is a person of great 
importance, when he, or she, isn’t, is a delusion of grandeur. Delusions of 
grandeur are created by predicate-equating. 

But predicate-equating is not limited to schizophrenia, as previously 
thought. It is a universal cognition of the human mind. This is well 
exemplified by idiomatic figures of speech, which are communicative 
expressions that present an equality between two different entities, that 
then greatly heightens the understanding of one of those entities. Figures 
of speech are common in human communication and they are all based on 
predicate-equating. Languages are “peppered” with figures of speech. We 
can suspect that figures of speech go back to the very earliest beginnings 
of interpersonal communication. The use of figures of speech in human 
communication depends upon the mental ability to predicate-equate some 
person, thing, act, thought, experience, endeavor, situation, or any specific 
well-known perception of reality, with something else, that’s lesser known, 
that then clarifies a communication. Figures of speech greatly enhance a 
listener’s level of understanding by equating a lesser-known entity, with 
another entity, that the listener, or anyone else, knows very well. 

As an example of a figure of speech and its dependence on predicate-
equating, if you were to tell me something that has just happened to you, 
and I were to say, “That’s a shot across your bow,” I’m presenting a figure 
of speech. With that figure of speech, you readily understand that I 
recognize that you should immediately refrain from what you are doing, 
because I feel it could be harmful, or even fatal to you, if you were to 
continue. You would understand the warning if I were to tell you, “He’s 
saber rattling,” “That’s just the tip of the iceberg,” “That’s a red flag,” or 
“You’re on thin ice.” Your indebtedness to me, after I prevented what 
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could have been a great calamity for you, is made clear when I later tell 
you, “Just remember, I packed your parachute!” That understanding of 
yours is made possible by predicate-equating. Figures of speech provide 
added clarity for a better understanding of what is being communicated. 
They make our communications more colorful and entertaining. As an 
example, I’m clarifying a point I’m trying to make if I were to tell you, 
“You’ve got a tiger by the tail!” or “You’re kicking the can down the 
road.” 

To understand a figure of speech, it’s essential to understand what is 
being compared. For instance, you might not understand the figure of 
speech if I told you, “It’s so cold it would freeze the balls off a brass 
monkey!” and you didn’t know what a “brass monkey” was. It’s not what 
many people might think with the wrong predicate-equating. In the days of 
warships under sails, a brass monkey was a heavy brass square plate with 
indentations on its upper surface that held the bottom layer of a pyramid 
(note the predicate-equating when saying “pyramid”) of cannon balls, if 
the ship didn’t rock more than 30 degrees. The brass monkey was kept on 
deck, close to a ship’s cannon, so that its iron cannon balls would be 
readily available in times of battle. Brass contracts sooner, and more so, 
than iron. If the temperature becomes cold enough, the brass monkey’s 
indentations become smaller, as the brass contracts, and would no longer 
hold in place a cannon ball so that the pyramid of cannon balls would then 
collapse and the balls would roll all over the deck where they wouldn’t be 
readily available in a battle. A “powder monkey” was a young seaman, 
who could very quickly climb the ladder, from below deck, to the deck 
above, carrying bags of gunpowder that had been kept dry below deck. 
Being very nimble, he was predicate-equated with a monkey. Being 
predicate-equated with an agile monkey, in the name “powder monkey,” 
probably carried over in naming the brass plate for maintaining a pyramid 
of cannon balls, a “brass monkey.” A “powder monkey,” and a “brass 
monkey,” were great assets to a gunner in any battle at sea in the days of 
sailing warships. 
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The word “metaphor” is derived from the Latin word “metaphora,” 
which means “carrying over,” or “transferring.” A metaphor supposedly 
carries over a characteristic of one entity, to another entity when, in fact, it 
doesn’t. There is no transferring. What appears as a metaphor “carrying 
over” a characteristic of one entity, to another entity, is, instead, predicate-
equating. A metaphor identifies one entity, as identical to some other 
entity, when they share in common a characteristic. That identification is 
based on predicate-equating, and this equating makes the two entities the 
same. If I overheard someone giving you what I believe is worthless 
advice, I’d be utilizing a metaphor in telling you, “That’s baloney no 
matter how you slice it.” I’ve predicate-equated “baloney,” with that 
advice, where the equating predicate is, “having little if any value to you.” 
A simile is simply a comparison that utilizes “like” or “as.” I’m using a 
simile when I tell you, “He’s as unwanted as a skunk at a lawn party,” or 
“She’s pretty as a picture.” The two entities are compared, but they aren’t 
predicate-equated. But for me to have made that comparison, unconscious 
predicate-equating was involved. This might be only in regard to a part, 
like “Lincoln’s beard” and “my beard” being parts of a person. That’s part-
oriented predicate-equating that’s making two whole entities identical. 

Predicate-equating is involved in understanding an analogy, which is 
an extended comparison of the relationship between two different entities. 
Analogies clarify a concept, or an idea one is trying to present, or they are 
used to make an impact in regard to something else. Parables are 
analogies. They explain the unfamiliar, with the familiar. Besides figures 
of speech, metaphors, similes, and analogies making our communications 
dramatically more understandable, predicate-equating allows us to 
empathize, or identify, with something else, as a “whole,” or to empathize, 
or identify, with only an unconsciously perceived “part” of something else. 
Predicate-equating is the basis for our understanding a “double entendre,” 
or the meaning of a certain symbol, such as a “Star of David,” a “cross,” a 
“swastika,” “KKK,” “AWOL,” “SWAK,” a “skull and cross bones,” or 
somebody’s “rolled up fist” being shook at us. It may be that we are 
consciously aware of what is being compared as being the same, or it 
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might be only an unconscious recognition that is based on unconscious 
predicate-equating. For instance, we might encounter a situation that 
makes us very fearful and apprehensive. We might not be aware of what it 
is that makes us feel so wary. There is something about that situation, 
which might be only a small part of that situation, that is being 
unconsciously perceived by us, as equated with a very emotionally 
uncomfortable dangerous past situation of ours, or someone else’s about 
which we know. Such predicate-equating, even if entirely unconscious and 
only part-oriented, protects us. Whole-oriented, or only part-oriented, 
predicate-equating can be the basis for our recognizing, either consciously, 
or only unconsciously, that, which in our reality, dangerously threatens our 
safety in some way, causing us to become more wary, and defensive. It’s 
predicate-equating that can give us the feeling, “This could be a disaster 
for me!” It is from this that we might conclude that predicate-equating has 
had an immense survival benefit for humans in our evolutionary history 
and has been a vital, but little recognized, brain cognition since the very 
beginning of the human race. 

We might surmise that other mammals, as well as other animals, 
utilize predicate-equating, not only in searching for food and mates, but 
also as a survival benefit as well. They too may owe their survival, through 
their long evolutionary history, to predicate-equating. It’s predicate-
equating, which may be only on an unconsciously perceived part-oriented 
basis, that is the cause for our feeling that, which in our newly observed 
reality, has a potential for making us emotionally uncomfortable, or may 
threaten our very existence. And it is predicate-equating, which also may 
only be on an unconsciously perceived part-oriented basis, that can be the 
cause for our pleasantly feeling that, which in any newly observed reality, 
has a potential for making us more emotionally comfortable than we 
presently are. We consciously, or only unconsciously, and again, perhaps 
only on a part-oriented basis, utilize predicate-equating in selecting a mate. 
Humans have undoubtedly done this through-out the history of the human 
race. And our preceding hominids probably did too, to their advantage. 
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Predicate-equating cognition is widespread, and can take place on an 
entirely unconscious part-to-part basis. This part-to-part form of predicate-
equating is the very basis for an unrecognized, but universally present, 
dimension of human communication, first identified by this Author, that 
has an immense psychological importance, as we shall soon see. It is this 
very dimension that creates the unrecognized reason for the “cure” in any 
psychotherapy or counseling endeavor. We’ll see that this part-to-part 
predicate-equating is the cause of anyone becoming more emotionally 
comfortable, and much less so from any counsel, in talking at length to any 
perceived interested listener. 

The predicate-equating of humans can initially affect any relationship, 
or situation, in a positive or negative way, even before any communication 
takes place. As an example, love, hate, or apprehension, at first sight, may 
be entirely based on unconscious part-oriented predicate-equating, which 
might make us now unexplainably more emotionally comfortable, or more 
uncomfortable. We can feel more apprehensive, and become more wary, 
from what we might observe, but not know why, just as we might feel 
attracted to some person, situation, or subject about which others are 
talking, and not know why. 

Predicate-equating is the basis for “pareidolia” which is a 
psychological term for hearing sounds, or seeing images, that are being 
equated with something very meaningful for the observer but are, in fact, 
random. Through unconscious predicate equating, pareidolia can cause 
people to see meaningful shapes in their observations of their reality. With 
unconscious predicate-equating, one can see a man’s face in the clouds, in 
a mountain outcropping, or in the moon. People have seen Mother Teresa 
on a cinnamon bun. The face of Jesus on a grilled cheese sandwich 
recently sold for $28,000. It’s the mind, unconsciously predicate-equating 
what is seen or heard, with something else of greater emotional 
significance. For instance, several years ago a water stain on the wall of 
the Sumner Tunnel in Boston was predicate-equated with Mary, Mother of 
God. If one stared long enough at the stain, one could see a likeness. 
People began to place a single flower at the base of the stain. Later, 
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bouquets of flowers appeared, which then became larger and more 
numerous. Then people began lighting candles in front of the bouquets. 
This eventually began to impede traffic, so the highway department 
removed the stain. This caused hundreds of people to write to the Boston 
newspapers, that those who removed that image of Mary, Mother of God, 
were sure to “burn in Hell for eternity.” A woman in Tennessee had a stain 
on her freezer chest that she felt was the face of Jesus. When she told 
others about it, increasing numbers of people began knocking on her front 
door, wanting to see the image. So many people began doing this, that she 
moved the freezer to her front lawn, and, according to her, over three 
thousand people came to view it. But some said it was not the image of 
Jesus, but was definitely Willie Nelson. Another example of pareidolia 
was an image of “Baby Jesus” in a car wash window. The “Miracle of 
Fatima,” that occurred in Portugal on October 13th, 1917, was an 
observation of the sun seemingly dancing amongst the clouds, that was felt 
to be, by over a hundred thousand people, a message, specifically to them, 
from God. 

Predicate-equating allows one to enjoy the humor in: “Atheism is a 
non-prophet organization,” “She’s a door knob because anybody can take 
a turn,” and “She was only a whiskey-maker’s daughter, but he loved her 
still.” It’s predicate-equating that allows us to distinguish a swimmer’s 
dive into a swimming pool as a “belly flopper,” a “swan dive,” a “cannon 
ball,” or a “jack-knife dive.” Predicate-equating is reflected in the name of 
many things, like a “duckbill speculum,” a “pony-tail,” a “pigtail,” a “dust-
up,” a “busy-bee,” a “welcome mat,” a “wind sock,” a “bucket list,” an 
army “foxhole,” a military “dog-tag,” or a baseball “home plate.” The 
partial carpeting on a flight of stairs is a “runner.” People may see 
“blessings from Heaven,” and “works of the Devil.” A bulky cork life 
preserver in WW2 was called a “Mae West,” and later, a “Dolly Parton,” 
where what was being predicate-equated is obvious. We know what is 
being predicate-equated in calling infants, all born about the same time, in 
a town, very heavily snowed-in nine months earlier, where the population 
was confined to their homes, “blizzard babies.” It’s predicate-equating 
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calling a woman, “a foxy lady,” or calling a Civil War general, “Kill-
Calvary Kilpatrick,” or an Indian chief, “Crazy Horse.” Predicate-equating 
is involved in giving a newborn girl a first name of “Laurel,” “Daisy,” 
“Rose,” “Lily,” “Violet,” or “Poppy.” It’s involved in names of 
endearment like, “Sunshine,” “Honey,” “Sugar,” or “Sweetie Pie,” or in 
sayings such as “You be my honeysuckle and I’ll be your honey bee.” We 
can see evidence of predicate-equating on the trucks of local businesses 
such as, “The Lawn Ranger,” or “Mr. Mow It All,” for grass mowing 
companies, or “The Tree Wise Men” for a tree trimming company. One 
might see, “We can take a lot of s**t” on the back bumper of a truck of a 
company that empties septic tanks, where “s**t” in that saying, is being 
predicate-equated with anything very much not wanted. 

It’s predicate-equating that can give an immense emotional 
significance to a toddler’s stuffed toy, that can then rival the emotional 
significance of the toddler’s mother or father. This occurs when what has 
met well the emotional need of the toddler to be comfortable, in the 
toddler’s relationship with its parents, is unconsciously predicate-equated 
with the stuffed toy, so that the stuffed toy attains an immense emotional 
significance, or “greatness.” Where a parent might appear to the toddler as 
sometimes uncaring, or too preoccupied with someone, or something else, 
the stuffed toy is never predicate-equated with anything, or anyone, in 
“whole,” or in “part,” that might appear, even but briefly, as uncaring, 
neglecting, ignoring, restricting, reprimanding, or punishing. Nothing that 
has frustrated, or emotionally hurt the toddler in any way, is predicate-
equated with the stuffed toy. That special toy is predicate-equated only 
with that which has made the toddler emotionally comfortable, or very 
happy. It’s because of this, that the toddler wants that stuffed toy close by 
every minute of both day and night. The toddler then feels “not alone,” and 
is much less fearful of the unknown when in the presence of the stuffed 
toy. The toddler feels comforted and protected because of the immense 
emotional significance that was created by predicate-equating. It’s that 
same conscious and unconscious part-oriented, and whole-oriented, 
predicate-equating that can give a toddler’s stuffed toy such an immense 
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emotional significance, that then creates a desire in the toddler to have that 
stuffed toy always close by to talk to, even though the stuffed toy doesn’t 
talk to the child. The stuffed toy is perceived as an interested, 
understanding, and caring listener, of great emotional significance. In our 
understanding this, we might suspect it’s this same predicate-equating that 
gives the many past and present deities of the different religions of the 
world their immense emotional significance, and creates a human desire 
for their continual emotional closeness. 

Predicate-equating is involved in treasured keepsakes, whatever they 
might be. A newly discovered Civil War telescope can have an immense 
emotional significance, from the predicate-equating of its owner, if that 
owner is a Civil War history buff. It may have little, if any, emotional 
value to someone else who has no interest in the Civil War. It’s a person’s 
conscious and unconscious, whole-oriented, and part-oriented, predicate-
equating that can give the Confederate flag an immense positive emotional 
significance to one person, and an immense negative emotional 
significance to someone else. What is predicate-equated by one person is 
often not the same as what is predicate-equated by another person. It can 
be the exact opposite. What is very much wanted by one person, but very 
much unwanted by another person, depends on what is being consciously, 
or unconsciously, predicate-equated. 

One might speculate that the emotional attraction of a religion’s 
“promised land” is derived the same way. As such, it can greatly allay 
someone’s grief after a loved one’s death, but in another situation, it can 
be someone else’s motivation for suicide, or a jihad mass killing of 
“infidels.” Predicate-equating a future place, with that which could make 
anyone want to fearfully dread, can create the antithesis of a religion’s 
much desired “promised land.” Religions are characterized as having two 
promised lands. One “promised land” is a very much desired place from 
following the tenets of the religion, and the other “promised land,” is a 
very much feared place for not following the tenets of that religion, or 
belonging to some other religion. Anyone’s conception of such a feared 
place might have been preceded by predicate-equating that, which in the 
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past, the present, or the anticipated future, is dreaded. In the Fourth 
Century, Saint Augustine’s very vivid description of a fiery Hell, caused 
many people to join the Christian church, not only to go to a “promised 
land,” where all one’s desires are to be fully and continually met, but just 
as importantly, to avoid the possibility of perpetually burning in “the fires 
of Hell.” Anyone that has accidentally burned themselves painfully, can 
predicate-equate that brief experience, with what might be envisioned far 
worse, and far longer, in Hell. 

Why a person prefers a certain color, a certain form of dress, a certain 
type of house in which to live, a certain make of automobile, or why a 
person wants to vacation in a certain area, or is initially attracted to a 
person, may be a result of unconscious part-oriented predicate-equating 
with what has been greatly enjoyed in the past. Predicate-equating is wide 
spread. We see the results of predicate-equating in the common names of 
plants and animals, such as “umbrella trees,” “monkey trees,” “dragon 
blood trees,” “lady slippers,” “snap dragons,” “black-eyed Susans,” 
“shepherd’s purses,” “buttercups,” “Indian pipes,” “Jack-in-the-pulpits,” 
“skunk cabbages,” “fox squirrels,” “hammerhead sharks,” “horseshoe 
crabs,” “starfishes,” “jellyfishes,” “swordfishes,” “snow-shoe rabbits,” 
“fire ants,” “snake’s head caterpillars,” “monarch butterflies,” “carpenter 
bees,” “dragon flies,” “devil’s darning needles,” “bottlenose dolphins,” 
and “Jesus Christ lizards,” of the rain forests of Central America that 
seemingly “walk on water,” just to name a few. We see the results of 
predicate-equating in statements that reflect figures of speech like “He’s a 
wolf in sheep’s clothing,” “For keeping secrets, she’s a canary,” “He’s a 
busy bee,” and “He won’t throw away anything because he’s a pack rat.” 
The Reader may think of many more examples of figures of speech that 
show predicate-equating. 

What is being predicate-equated doesn’t even have to be factual to 
take place. For instance, a flat-topped mushroom is called a “toadstool.” 
Apparently, the mushroom is being predicate-equated with a stool that 
toads sit on. But toads don’t ever sit on stools! This is like the predicate-
equating involved in saying, “She’s the cat’s pajamas,” when cats don’t 
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ever wear pajamas, or in the similes, “She’s as fine as frogs’ hair, and cute 
as a bug’s ear,” when frogs don’t have hair, and bugs don’t have ears. The 
common name of the Portuguese man-of-war jelly fish is derived from 
predicate-equating what it looks like, to a Portuguese gunboat in the days 
of sail. But Portuguese sailing gunboats weren’t called “man-of-wars.” 
They were called “caravels.” It was the British Navy that had “man-of-
wars.” The Portuguese man-of-war jelly fish is also predicate-equated with 
jelly fish, when it’s not a jelly fish. It’s not even an “it” but a “they,” for 
there are four different animals that work together to form this very 
primitive living entity. As such, it is a more ancient animal than a true 
jellyfish. It’s predicate-equating that’s the basis for believing in the ability 
of predicting one’s future from “reading” tea leaves, or seeing personal 
messages from God, in cloud formations. The story is told of a religious 
farmer, who clearly saw the letters G, P, and C in the clouds, which he 
interpreted was a specific message to him, to “Go Preach Christianity.” He 
gave up farming and did start preaching. After doing poorly at this, he 
decided that he had read the message wrong, and that the intended 
interpretation was, “Go Plant Corn.” 

Why a person commits a copycat crime is based on predicate-equating 
where the equating predicate might be based on the perpetrator of the 
original crime, the act, the notoriety, the expected punishment, or anything 
else. We don’t always know what the predicate is that motivates a person 
to commit a copycat crime, but whatever the equating predicate is, 
conveys a “That’s me,” identification. We might theorize a predicate could 
be, “I want to be well-known just like that,” or “I want to express my 
anger just like that,” or “I deserve punishment just like that crime will 
produce.” What can be predicate-equated when a person says, “I can relate 
to that,” is unlimited and unpredictable, and may be entirely unconscious 
and only part-to-part oriented. What might be predicate-equated for one 
person in committing a copycat crime, may be very different from what 
someone else is predicate-equating for committing that same copycat 
crime. 
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Predicate-equating can occur from equating appearances. For instance, 
the ancient Romans predicate-equated a single petal of a little yellow 
flower, that grew in the grass, with a lion’s tooth. They had seen a dead 
lion’s tooth in the colosseum and noted it as appearing long and sharp. A 
single petal of that flower’s little yellow blossom also appeared long and 
sharp. Appearing “long and sharp” was the predicate that equated the 
petal, with a lion’s tooth. “Dens” is “tooth” in Latin. “Leo” is “lion” in 
Latin. “Leonis” is the genitive case of “leo,” meaning “of the lion.” The 
Romans called this little flower “dens leonis.” Hundreds of years later, the 
French called this same flower “dent,” meaning “tooth”, “de,” meaning 
“of,” and “lion,” pronounced “lee own,” where the accent is on the “own,” 
resulting in the name “tooth of the lion,” which is just what the Romans 
had called it. We call that very same yellow flower a “dandelion” without 
recognizing the past predicate-equating involved. 

That predicate-equating, involved in the above example, is “part-to-
part”-oriented predicate-equating. It’s part of the flower, which is a petal 
from that flower’s blossom, being predicate-equated with a part of a lion, 
which is the lion’s tooth. Another example of this part-to-part oriented 
predicate-equating occurs in naming a plant, “Queen Anne’s lace,” where 
the lace of Queen Anne, which is only a part of Queen Anne, is being 
predicate-equated with the blossom of the plant, which is only a part of the 
plant. That’s “part-to-part” predicate-equating, which makes predicate-
equating much more widely spread in brain cognition, than if it was just 
limited to predicate-equating based only on “wholes.” 

Predicate-equating can occur in the hearing of sounds. For instance, 
this is shown in telling someone “The scouts enjoyed their camp-out from 
fun-up to fun-down,” where “fun-up to fun-down” is being equated with 
“sun-up to sun-down” because of predicate-equating the sounds of the 
words. Another example is “Hair today, gone tomorrow.” Still another is 
the answer to the question: “What are naughty girls called in Egypt?” 
being “Mummies.” 

Some things seem more commonly used when it comes to the origin of 
common names based on predicate-equating. For instance, there are “tiger 
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shrimp,” “tiger sharks,” “tiger moths,” “tiger orchids,” and “tiger lilies,” 
where having what looks like “tiger stripes” is the equating predicate. 
There are “catwalks,” “cat-tails,” “catcalls,” “fat cats,” “scaredy cats,” 
“pussy cats,” “pussy-footing,” “pussy willows,” “polecats,” “cat’s 
meows,” “catfights,” “catnaps,” “catnip,” “copycats,” “catfish,” “catbirds,” 
and “what the cat dragged in,” where, what is being equated with a cat, can 
be easily determined. What the predicate is in calling a house of 
prostitution a “cat house” is less easily determined, but it does involve 
predicate-equating. Interestingly, General Hooker, a Civil War Union 
general, who, with some exaggerated predicate-equating, was often 
referred to as “Fighting Joe” Hooker, was noted for keeping prostitutes at 
his army headquarters in the field. It is said that when President Lincoln 
once unexpectedly visited his headquarters, Lincoln came in the front 
door, as Hooker’s prostitutes ran out the back. With the conscious 
predicate-equating of prostitutes, with General Hooker, prostitutes are 
often now referred to as “hookers.” Interestingly, there was a part of New 
York City that, before the Civil War, was called “the hook.” It became 
noted for its houses of prostitution where the women involved were only 
locally called “hookers.” The term was predicate-equated with the area, 
and, perhaps, predicate-equated with women “hooking” male customers. 
Confederate General Thomas Jackson’s ability to immovably hold his 
position in battle, in spite of a more numerous enemy, was predicate-
equated with an immovable stonewall. He was known as “Stonewall 
Jackson.” Another Civil War general, that became utilized in predicate-
equating, was General Ambrose Burnside, who, characteristically, had a 
bushy beard over his cheeks and upper lip, but had no beard on his chin or 
neck. Many men copied his beard and, with predicate-equating, these 
beards were initially called “burnsides.” As this beard became more 
popular among men after the Civil War, men having this beard were seen 
as having “sideburns.” 

General Benjamin Butler, commanding Union troops occupying New 
Orleans in the Civil War, was locally known as “Spoons Butler” because 
of his reputation of stealing the silverware of any home he temporarily 
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occupied for his headquarters in New Orleans. He wasn’t only hatefully 
predicate-equated with stolen spoons, for he was more popularly predicate-
equated with a “beast,” and was also locally known as “Beast Butler.” He 
was further predicate-equated with a lot worse than stolen spoons or any 
beast. A very popular chamber pot sold in New Orleans, at that time, was 
one with General Butler’s portrait painted on the inside bottom. As such, 
he was being predicate-equated with the contents of a chamber pot! One 
such chamber pot was emptied, from a balcony overlooking a sidewalk, 
onto the passing head of Union Admiral David Farragut, who will always 
be predicate-equated with his order, “Damn the torpedoes, full speed 
ahead!” His order is often used today, metaphorically, as advice to 
immediately complete a most difficult task, by not fearing the dangers or 
hardships of that task. This advice reflects predicate-equating “torpedoes, 
“with those dangers and hardships. General Butler himself, in his “General 
Order Number 28,” which enraged the South, predicate-equated women, 
caught spitting on Union soldiers, or insulting them in any way, when 
passing them on a sidewalk, with prostitutes, and ordering them to be 
jailed as such. Jefferson Davis, on hearing of this order, and predicate-
equating those women, with all Southern women, vowed that General 
Butler would be immediately executed, if captured, for giving an order that 
he felt, by predicate-equating, was insulting to all Southern women. There 
was another example of predicate-equating, at that time, that followed 
Southern women’s fear of being arrested for spitting on Union soldiers 
they passed on a sidewalk. Since the women of New Orleans 
characteristically wore billowing skirts that almost touched the ground, 
they would walk into the street, none of which were paved at that time, 
from the sidewalk, when approached by a group of Union soldiers on that 
sidewalk, coming from the opposite direction. The women would then, 
after very noticeably walking into the street, lift their skirts almost to their 
knees as though they were avoiding much mud and horse manure. The 
gesture was recognized by Union soldiers as insulting to them. They knew 
they were being predicate-equated with “mud and horse manure,” where 
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that equating implied “encountering something disgustingly vile that 
should be avoided.” 

The scientific naming of plants and animals often reflects predicate-
equating, as in the common fiddler crab’s scientific name, “Uca pugilator.” 
Apparently, the taxonomist that named it, predicate-equated its large claw 
that is often seen moving about, with a boxer’s arm being defensively held 
up, and continuously moving about, as in a boxing match. “Pugilator” is 
Latin for “fighter.” In contrast, its common name, “fiddler crab,” reflected 
people predicate-equating the continuously moving large claw, not with a 
boxer’s arm, but with a fiddle being moved about as it is played upon. The 
scientific name of a plant or animal is often equated with the name of the 
person directly associated with having studied it. Sometimes, it’s the name 
of a person that is admired by the person scientifically naming the plant or 
animal. As an example of the latter, the scientific name of the beetle, 
“Cyclocephala rorschachoides,” is named after the Swiss psychiatrist, 
Hermann Rorschach, who was apparently admired by the taxonomist. The 
beetle and Rorschach were predicate-equated, where the equating 
predicate might have been “greatly admired,” or “being unusual,” or “one 
of a kind.” The well-known ink blot test of Rorschach’s is predicate-
equated with him. It’s called a “Rorschach.” It is used to identify what is 
predicate-equated in a person’s mind when seeing a certain ink blot. 

Human anatomy reflects predicate-equating. The ancient Greeks 
named a beautiful flower with predicate-equating. They noticed it always 
had two lumps on its roots. These two lumps they predicate-equated with 
human testicles. “Orchis” is testicle in Greek and the name they gave this 
flower reflects this. (The surgical removal of a cancerous testicle is an 
“orchidectomy.”) We call that same flower, just as the Greeks did, “an 
orchid.” Venus was the Roman goddess of love and beauty. She lived on 
the “Mountain of Venus,” which was a place of supreme love and beauty. 
“Mountain,” in Latin, is “mons,” and “veneris” is the genitive of Venus, 
meaning “of Venus.” Mons veneris, or the “mountain of Venus,” is 
predicate-equated with the fleshy mound, padding the female pubic 
symphysis. This area can become an attractive area of “love and beauty” 
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for an adult male, and it is this that predicate-equates it to the Roman 
goddess’ “Mountain of Venus.” As another example, “labium” is Latin for 
“lip.” “Labia” is the plural and is used in human anatomy to name what is 
exterior of human female genitalia, when ancient Roman anatomists 
apparently predicate-equated the appearance of that area, with the 
appearance of lips. After looking on the internet at the entrances of well-
known cathedrals, one might wonder if the architects, in constructing those 
entrances, consciously, or only unconsciously, predicate-equated the 
entrances of these cathedrals with what is exterior in human female 
genitalia, where the equating predicate for the similarity might have 
simply been “an attention-getting entrance to a place of worship.” If the 
predicate-equating was only unconsciously done, the architect wouldn’t 
know it, but others might suspect it. 

As another example of predicate-equating, the tendon, connecting the 
calf muscles to the calcaneus, or heel bone, is the largest tendon in our 
body. This very important tendon for our characteristically walking 
upright, as opposed to the way other primates walk upright, who don’t 
have an arched foot, but are all flat-footed, is predicate-equated with the 
mythological warrior god, Achilles, of ancient Greece. It is called “the 
Achilles tendon.” Achilles’ left heel was the only part of his body that was 
vulnerable to a fatal injury in battle. In Greek mythology, as an infant, he 
had been held by his mother, upside down by his heels, and then dipped in 
the waters of the River Styx, which separated the Land of the Living, from 
the Land of the Dead, and whose waters would give full protection from 
fatal battle injuries to anyone immersed in those waters. Achilles’ left heel 
was inadvertently not immersed in the water, so that he was always 
vulnerable, in that specific area, for a fatal battle injury. After becoming 
the greatest of Greek warriors in Greek mythology, and the handsomest 
god, he was killed by a poisoned arrow to his left heel. The name of this 
important tendon to the heel, is predicate-equated with that important 
mythological warrior god, Achilles, where the equating predicate might be 
“having a great importance.” A person’s vulnerability is often 
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metaphorically referred to, with predicate-equating, as the person’s 
“Achilles’ heel.” 

In 1946, the US exploded an underwater nuclear bomb, bigger than the 
nuclear bombs of WW2, at a small atoll in the Marshall Islands called 
“Bikini,” that produced a spectacular water show to on-lookers. Shortly 
after, a two-piece bathing suit for young women was created that, when 
worn, could also produce a spectacular water show. “Producing a 
spectacular water show” must have been the equating predicate, in naming 
that two-piece bathing suit, a “bikini.” 

An anatomist, in the sixteenth century, named the heart valve between 
the left atrium and the left ventricle, by predicate-equating that valve with 
a “bishop’s miter,” when the cusps of that valve reminded the anatomist of 
the front and back of that hat. A bishop’s miter is the tall ceremonial hat 
worn by bishops in the Catholic religion. As a result of predicate-equating 
that hat, with the valve, that valve of the human heart has since been called 
in human anatomy, the “mitral valve.” What we specifically see of reality, 
that reminds us of something else, is a direct result of our predicate-
equating. Many street names and city names, like many other aspects of 
our observed reality, reflect similar readily recognized equating. The 
names of our naval ships often reflect predicate-equating the ship, with a 
navy man, who had greatly distinguished himself in battle, or with a great 
naval victory. 

A young British artillery lieutenant (Any British soldier was called a 
“Redcoat” because of his being predicate-equated with his red military 
coat) spent three years developing, on his own time, after his military 
duties were over each day, the first high-arcing, air-bursting projectile, that 
on exploding, would send metal fragments, capable of killing, in all 
directions. He completed it in 1803, and his invention would be 
advantageously utilized by the Duke of Wellington, who was called, with 
predicate-equating, the “Iron Duke,” because of his skilled use of cannon. 
Those metal fragments, from exploding projectiles of this artillery 
lieutenant’s invention, that were later referred to in the Star Spangled 
Banner as, “The bombs bursting in air….,” are forever equated with him. 




